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The Pillars of Eternity Collector's Edition Strategy Guide includes: "Thank You" Sectionâ€” includes the printed names of
over 8, customers who helped fund the development of the game via racedaydvl.com

Gameplay[ edit ] An example of dialogue in the game, depicting the interface. There is a fog of war effect on
areas the player has already explored and has moved away from. This means that non-violent approaches such
as stealth are just as rewarding. During scouting, the party can spot hidden items and traps, which the player
can disarm and use against enemies. While endurance regenerates after combat, health can only be restored by
resting. The party can either set up camp, or rest in an inn. If a companion has their health reduced to zero they
die permanently. Stealth, Athletics, Lore, Mechanics and Survival. This helps the player collect information
about how to attack them effectively. This can be upgraded. They have, however, proven quite effective
against magic users. Souls are the basis of magic, as accessing their power is what allows certain people to use
it. Souls leave the body upon death, and go through a largely unknown process before reincarnating into a
newborn body. In time, the Watcher will go insane from this, so they must track down the cultists and reverse
the curse. The gods are synthetic beings created by ancient animancers to serve as a civilizing force for the
world, which never had any natural gods. He stole the souls of the Hollowborn to empower the goddess
Woedica, who hates animancy and would see it destroyed. Additionally, he has pledged to write a novella set
in the game world. It has been revealed that the money Obsidian Entertainment raised for the game through its
Kickstarter campaign saved it from closure, as it had been suffering from financial problems following its
cancellation of a game for "next-generational consoles" in Ported by Paradox Arctic, it contains the updated
game and both parts of the expansion pack. Pillars of Eternity II: Deadfire A sequel to Pillars of Eternity was
confirmed by Obsidian in May along with possible plans to crowdfund the game.
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This Pillars of Eternity 2: Deadfire guide will act as a hub for all of our game content, so make sure you check back here
often for more information and the latest Pillars of Eternity 2: Deadfire guides to assist on your journey.

Controls Basic tips We recommend checking out this chapter even before you start playing the game yourself.
Thanks to the information contained here you will be able to understand the most important gameplay
mechanics. This, in turn, will lower a probability of making mistakes that can severely weaken your party or
can even lead to their death. Starting tips Choose a suitable difficulty level. Difficulty level can be changed at
any point by opening the menu. However, some of the changes e. Think carefully about your main character.
One of the most important new features in Deadfire is the option to make a multiclass character. Also,
developing a multiclass character is more complex. Your party should consist of characters with different
classes and skills. In Pillars of Eternity 2 Deadfire your party can consist of up to five members the first
instalment allowed players to have six characters. Characters with different skills and specializations allow
you to be well-prepared for fights, encounters with NPCs and scripted interactions. Rely on auto pause during
fights. Use it to plan out your future moves or to react to a current situation on a battlefield. You can also set
when auto pause will activate e. Look for chances to get XP. In Pillars of Eternity 2 Deadfire, the biggest
amount of points can be collected by completing quests so ask every NPC to receive new missions. Besides
that, you should also fight a lot with monsters and try to visit every location - exploration is also rewarded
with XP. Sneaking is very helpful in numerous situations. The most important use is to perform Stealth
Attacks. You can also use it to steal items from chests or to pickpocket someone this also requires Sleight of
Hand skill. Collect items that are useful in exploration. These items are lockpicks, prybars and grappling
hooks. They can be used in certain places and they can help you unlock access to secret locations or to use
alternate paths. Check out every newly received quest in your journal. You have to read descriptions of quests
carefully. It is easy to die in Pillars of Eternity 2 - this can be caused by, e. Use manual, quick and auto saves.
Order your party members to rest if they received an injury an inn or a campsite - four injuries mean a
permanent death. Importing saves or choices from Pillars of Eternity 1 Pillars of Eternity 2 Deadfire has an
option to import saves from the first installment. How to import a save from the first Pillars of Eternity? If you
have saves from PoE 1 then click on the option to import saves and choose a character - their choices will be
transferred to the second game. This is the fastest way of starting a campaign. You can also make those
choices yourself, e. This setting is for both the original game and its expansion called The White March. How
to start - The first steps in Pillars of Eternity 2 Our guide for Pillars of Eternity 2 contains an extensive
walkthrough for the entire game. Some of its pages and chapters are useful for those who have just began
playing the game. The first hour with the game You first hour with PoE 2 Deadfire will be spend on creating
your character, choosing events that took place in the past as well as on exploring the first few starting
locations. Here are our recommendations for pages that you should check out at this point of the game:
Character creation - Speak with Pale Knight to decide on your appearance, skills and stats this happens right
after starting the game. How to import a save from the first Pillars of Eternity game? Prologue - This is the
first main quest in Pillars of Eternity 2 Deadfire. Besides creating your character and choosing details about
the past, you will also participate in your first battle and scripted interaction interactive scenes with multiple
choices. Here, you get a chance to find your first treasures and you can meet with friendly NPCs. The game
will also add a few new quests to your journal. Visiting it is completely optional but it is a great place for
getting XP and practicing fights with monsters or disarming traps. Further exploration of Maje Island This
island is the place where you will spend your first few hours. This is also a great opportunity to learn about the
combat system, exploration or stealth mechanics. Here are our recommendations for pages that you can visit:
Our guide contains information on attractions and threats that await you on Maje Island. Port Maje Harbor M3
- This is the main town location on the first island in the game. Here, you can start new quests or meet with
merchants in order to sell useless items. Stranded and To Hunt a God - These are the two main quests that you
receive after reaching the island. They share a lot of elements. Completing them both is mandatory if you want
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to proceed forward with the main storyline and unlock the option to travel freely on the world map. Engwithan
Digsite M8 and Arena Sub-level M9 - These are two important locations on the island that you have to visit in
order to complete the main quests. Arena Sub-level is a dungeon - there, you have to look for Oderisi and
reach a pillar of shining adra. Questions and answers Pillars of Eternity 2 Deadfire is a difficult and complex
game. Check out the FAQ section if you have any problems: I want to develop my party faster - Check How to
easily get XP? I need gold for better equipment - Check How to get rich fast? My character has received an
injury - Check How and where can I rest? Resting is the only way to remove these injuries. I have allocated
points for my character in the wrong way - Check Can I allocate skill points again? Player interface Getting
familiar with the player interface before you start your adventure is highly recommended. By doing that you
will be able to quickly reach the most important options and commands. Remember that you can change the
interface by going to the main menu. You can choose from a few different settings all of them have different
placements of icons and buttons. Interface 1 Portraits of your party members - They show you your current
party. By clicking on a portrait, you open a quick bar where you can find skills, quick items and a currently
equipped weapon. Next to the portraits you can find icons for AI settings and the crafting menu. Here, you can
find information regarding the gameplay and your fights as well as all dialog lines. Gameplay basics Learning
the basics is very important - by doing that the game will provide you with better experience. The chapters
listed below contain information about the basic gameplay mechanics found in PoE 2: Some of them include
the ability to travel around the world by using a ship, a chance to command multiclass characters or an option
to rely on party assist rolls. Choosing a difficulty leve l - Select an appropriate difficulty level before you start
your adventure. This page also contains information on additional modifiers that affect the overall difficulty.
In this chapter you can learn about exploration of new locations on the world map. Also, you can read about
attractions and potential threats that await your heroes. Combat - Here, you can find information about the
combat system as well as a few tips on how to be victorious. General information about travelling by using a
ship - One of the new features of Pillars of Eternity 2 Deadfire is the ability to command your own ship.
Check out which classes are worth choosing and how to make a good formation that will help your party
survive on a battlefield. Creating and developing a character For many, creating a character is the most
important part of an RPG. Pillars of Eternity 2 Deadfire offers a great number of options and, what is the most
important, almost every minor or bigger decision will have impact on your adventure. Check out these
chapters for an easier start! Character creation - This page contains all the steps necessary for creating your
own character. We have also highlighted the most important decisions such as, e. Character sheet - Check out
the character sheet for your hero to learn the most important information about your character. Active and
passive skills - What do they offer? This chapter contains a complete list of all available skills. Here, you can
learn about active skills e. Mechanics, Alchemy, Athletics and the passive ones e. Metaphysics, Bluff,
Intimidate and how they impact the game. Leveling up - What should I do to level up and what profits it gives
me? Answers to these and other questions can be found on the related page. Character classes Choosing a class
is one of the most important decisions in every RPG. Our guide contains descriptions of every class in PoE 2
Deadfire as well as illustrative builds and ways of developing those classes.
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This guide for Pillars of Eternity offers a full set of information that help grasp the key elements of this expansive role
playing game, and helps explore the fantasy world offered by the game. This guide has been divided into two main
parts.

Pillars of Eternity Royal Edition includes: A digital novella that focus on the backstory of some of the more
interesting characters that players may encounter over the course of their travels in Pillars of Eternity. Digital
version of the book that is being published by Dark Horse. It contains lots of information and art on the
setting, story, and creatures of Pillars of Eternity. Hi-res Concept Art pieces: High resolution pieces of our
concept art. Contains everything from concepts of areas and creatures to props and mood pieces. Digital
version of our strategy guide from Prima penned by the same writer of the Fallout: Contains all the
information players will need to master Pillars of Eternity and reveal all of the content available. The
Campaign Almanac contains everything related to the lore, history, and world of Eora as originally told by
Hylsman Horag and revised by the Hand Occult. The 35 page almanac has commentary provided by a variety
of authors and is an engrossing read for anyone keen to delve deeper into the world of the Pillars of Eternity.
A video documentary of the entire Pillars of Eternity development process â€” from beginning to end.
Includes commentary from the developers and behind the scenes footage of game shows and events. Digital
Hi-res Game Map: Details include locations that players will be traveling to and locations that they may be
seen in future Pillars of Eternity products. High resolution and multi-monitor wallpapers of cool concept art
and in-game artwork. Short clips of sounds and music from Pillars of Eternity. Perfect as mobile ringtones.
Prepare to be enchanted by a world where the choices you make and the paths you choose shape your destiny.
Obsidian Entertainment, the developer of Fallout: Recapture the deep sense of exploration, the joy of a
pulsating adventure, and the thrill of leading your own band of companions across a new fantasy realm and
into the depths of monster-infested dungeons in search of lost treasures and ancient mysteries. Stealth,
Athletics, Lore, Mechanics and Survival. Side with various factions using a reputation system, where your
actions and choices have far reaching consequences. Beautiful pre-rendered environments laced with an
engaging story and characters bring the world to life. When enabled in the options, developer commentary
audio will play at certain points throughout the game. Intel Core iT 2. Intel Core i 3. No serial code needed.
You can get the latest patch here: Royal Edition Patch 2.
Chapter 4 : Pillars of Eternity: Royal Edition - Download - Free GoG PC Games
Page 2 of 2 - Pillars of Eternity: Prima Official Game Guide for Backers - posted in Pillars of Eternity: General Discussion
(NO SPOILERS): If my Inquiry is not clear enough, i read that it is possible to gift beta keys away if you are a backer, in
the same way would it be possible to gift a Prima guide, for the correct price naturally to another person?
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Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Pillars of Eternity: Prima Official Game Guide at Amazon the Pillars
of Eternity, but unlike in the game.

Chapter 6 : Strategy guide worth it? :: Pillars of Eternity General Discussions
Grab Pillars of Eternity Guidebook Volume One instead if you enjoy the game, I have the digital prima guide and like
poeple have said, online guides are better and more upto date. #14 Weizen
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Amazon listing. In the list of features is. The Pillars of Eternity Collector's Edition Strategy Guide includes: "Thank You"
Sectionâ€” includes the printed names of over 4, customers who helped fund the development of the game via Kick.

Chapter 8 : Prima Guide :: Pillars of Eternity General Discussions
Was thinking of picking up the digital strategy guide. So far the game has been pretty easy in terms of completing quests
and finding items. I just explore the entire map with tab pressed down.
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The Pillars of Eternity Collector's Edition Strategy Guide includes: "Thank You" Section -- includes the printed names of
over 8, customers who helped fund the development of the game via racedaydvl.com
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